TEMPT ME, JUST YOU
Erotic novel

Elena Montagud
Fate wished to unite Sara and Abel.
And an uncontrollable passion ties them together.

Synopsis
An escape to an idyllic place. A return that should never have taken place. An unexpected
betrayal. An obsessed woman who wants to get back what is hers. A man who likes submission.
A mansion where any erotic practice is possible. A peril from which is difficult to escape. Let
you get carried away by the temptation.
After a sudden escape to run away from those who look for them, Sara and Abel enjoy the
idyllic place where they have settled in. Despite Abel’s constant nightmares, both of them are
closer to happiness than never before, delighted by love and passion. However, the unexpected
death of Sara’s father forces them to come back to Spain. When they think everything has
returned to normal and no one follows their trace, they receive a strange and suggestive
invitation which they will end up accepting in order to avoid problems. What they don’t know
is that those problems have just begun, and that perils are lurking them in every corner. Do
you dare to try the temptation of the mansions of sex?

Biography
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Elena Montagud (is a philologist and writer. She achieved to be finalist
in several literary awards (Círculo Rojo, Ovelles Elèctriques) and has won
some of them. Her stories have been published in anthologies such as
Legendarium and Fantasmagoria (Tombooktu). In 2013, she published
her first solo work: Donna Angelica vs. Donna Diavola, an anthology of
fantastic and terrifying stories.
The trilogy Tempt me is her second work in which she explores the
sensuality, eroticism and romanticism. After Tempt me and Tempting
Without Limits, Elena Montagud publishes the keenly anticipated ending.
Follow her: @ElenaMontagud ;
#yosoyunatentadora; Elenamontagud.blogspot.com.es

Format..........................Paperback with flaps

Sales pitch
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- Elena Montagud is the breakout author discovered by Tombooktu. An author that has a
great literary versatility, capable of developing any genre with skill and drawing characters
who convey passion, horror or affection and take deep root among the readers. After the
publication of the Legendarium saga in which her inclination towards the horror genre got a
slight idea of a high quality writing, Tombooktu published her anthology of fantastic stories
Donna angelica vs Donna diavola. Tempt me is the erotic trilogy at the moment, the love
story between Sara an Abel, pleasure, passion and sensuality within the exciting world of
photography.
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- The narration of novel has a flowing and direct rhythm that grabs the reader. The first
person narrator gets the readers to immerse themselves in the story and live the experiences
of the protagonists.
- It is a different erotic novel, its characters has a past, fears, hopes,… which makes them
very believable and it also attracts the reader’s attention. In this third part of the story, the
mansions of sex have a great importance: voyeurism, BDSM, orgies, sex toys,… the eroticism
gradually acquire bigger prominence.
- This work has a very literary style. The descriptions are elegant, visual, full of sensuality.
This work gets the readers to feel empathy with the protagonists and to see themselves
transported to a very sensory universe.
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- This title continues the plot of Temptation Without Limits, Elena Montagud’s previous
novel, an erotic novel that was very successful among the readers of the genre. On this
occasion, the genre of the work mixes with the thriller, since Sara and Abel must escape from
a corrupted plot of prostitution and drug traffic.
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